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Thrift Shoppe AveVenture Employment
Training Program promotes independence
At a time when longevity is seen less and less
in the work force nowadays, Mary Kay Maas
(see cover) has been a very reliable, diligent
worker at Avenues’ Work Center and in the
community since 1972. But after 45 years “on
the job,” she has a totally new perspective on
work and her life as a whole, thanks to Avenues
AveVenture Employment Training Program.

Nora Prindiville enjoys organizing the clothes racks

Twice a week, Mary Kay comes to Avenues’
Thrift Shoppe, where she is one of 12 Avenues
participants who have been given the
opportunity to learn job skills or
develop an entrepreneurial business as part
of the AveVenture program.
“I love it; I love something to do. It makes
me feel good and like an adult - like I have an
independent job,” says Mary Kay. In addition
to meticulously polishing silver and metal
items that are sold at the Thrift Shoppe, Mary
Kay inspects books to ensure no pages are
missing or torn.

“When we piloted this program we had no
idea if the participants would like it. Well, they
don’t like it, they love it,” according to Cathy
Kerr, Vice-President of Programs. “They are so
happy and love interacting with the shoppers.”
The participants eagerly embrace their tasks
and individual areas of responsibility, and
like the interaction with the staff, volunteers,
customers and their co-workers. On any
given day, you may find Ed Rawski and
Shannon Machnica sorting donations; Nora
Prindiville dusting the merchandise; Kelly
Doheny welcoming shoppers and stocking
clothes; Adam Randazzo testing electronics,
JJ Maascha displaying books and DVDs, and
Laura Kaczmarek organizing the toy section.
Connie Koshaba wants a job in the community,
and considers her time at the Thrift Shoppe a
“stepping stone” to that achievement. Connie,
who is hearing impaired, is very enthusiastic
about her work and shares her excitement
with everyone at the Thrift Shoppe. To help
communicate with Connie, Assistant Manager
Kim O’Connell is taking an ASL (American Sign
Language) class at Wright College, but she says
that Connie actually does a lot of teaching at
the shop! Kim, who has been part of the Thrift
Shoppe for 12 years, feels that, “The program
is now much more client focused. There is a
face to the Thrift Shoppe, and the customers
see that.”
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The AveVenture program has also allowed
several “entrepreneurial” clients the
opportunity to develop their own businesses
such as making crafts and sewing items,
thus earning a paycheck. The items, such as
handmade pillows by Lenore Sierzega or floral
arrangements by Laurel Eness to name a few,
are sold at the Client Boutique within the Thrift
Shoppe and at Avenues fundraising events.

Laurel Eness earns a paycheck by selling the wreaths
and floral arrangements she creates – except for the
one she is holding. That was a baby gift she designed
for her Case Manager Amy Wenzl.

“The program is now much more
client focused. There is a face to the
Thrift Shoppe, and the customers
see that.” Kim O’Connell, Assistant
Thrift Shoppe Manager
For Mary Kay and the other participants of
the AveVenture program, it proves that the
Thrift Shoppe is not only a retail outlet, but
a vital program of Avenues that not only
provides training in merchandising and
customer service, but also builds self-esteem
and confidence.

Connie Koshaba (right) hopes her Thrift Shoppe
training will help her get a community job.
Connie is communicating using sign language with
Assistant Manager Kim O’Connell.

Cathy Kerr gives a lot of credit to the staff
of the Thrift Shoppe for the success of the
AveVenture program. “Our staff at the Thrift
Shoppe has been terrific - they really embrace
the workers. Manager Willie Sterba, and
Assistant Managers Caroline Condon and
Kimberly have given it their all. They are
responsible for the success of this program.”
Shannon Machnica tags items with the help of
Assistant Manager Caroline Condon.

Visit the Thrift Shoppe at 7710 W. Touhy Avenue,
Chicago; Monday – Saturday 10 am- 5 pm
773.631.6230

From our Executive Director

Two Versions of the Golden Rule?
“Do unto others what you want others to do unto you” is the Golden
Rule that motivates supporters of Avenues and the many other
charitable organizations doing good things throughout Illinois and
across America. Since 1953, you and the thousands of individuals
who have volunteered, contributed and greatly expanded the
Avenues network are perfect examples of this Golden Rule in action.
Unfortunately, “He with the gold rules” is an alternative version that
explains the Illinois budget crisis. It is this version that has pushed
seniors, people with mental health and other disabilities, children
and college students off a cliff and left others dangling as Illinois’
social service lifelines get cut to the last thread. It’s the reason
why Lutheran Social Services, Catholic Charities, The Autism
Program, Arc Lifespan and other human services have closed or
scaled back services.

Avenues, as a community-based, mission driven
organization, will do for others because it is at the
heart of what we do.
Governor Bruce Rauner and Speaker Michael Madigan, have the
gold and make the rules for their respective parties. Each side feels
that by holding out, the other will be at fault for the many lives
that will be impacted. Perhaps this is an outgrowth of the partisan
politics that is so widespread throughout the USA. Regardless,
it is up to us to make sure that important services such as those
provided for the people of Avenues will continue. Your
involvement, whether at Avenues or the polling booth, is needed
now more than ever.
One trend coming out of this budget crisis is the growing presence
of private equity and other for-profit interests in what used to be the
domain of small, community-based charities. The budget standoff
has pushed charities to their financial limits. They just do not have
sufficient cash or credit to survive ten months and longer with no
state income.
Case-in-point is the aforementioned Lutheran Social Services of
Illinois (LSSI). Shortly after closing their senior services, a privately
held, for-profit company called Help At Home, announced they
would be reopening the shuttered programs. LSSI was owed more
than $6 million dollars from the state and they could no longer
finance the State’s obligations.

Recently, Crain’s Chicago Business
noted that the Chicago area has the
“biggest cluster of private equity
firms focused on health care in the
Robert Okazaki
country…investing more than $2
billion in the last two years alone”.
Help at Home and their investors have more access to capital and
greater risk tolerance than most charities. They stepped in where
LSSI left off. The current impasse is accelerating takeovers of this
type in Illinois.
States are looking to for-profit companies as a way to reduce the
costs of providing human services. Illinois spends over $25 billion
dollars per year on health and social services with $1.8 billion dollars
spent on developmental disability support. These expenditures
have attracted the attention of some well-known investors and you
can expect many more acquisitions from the likes of Help at Home
and other corporations.
Big business will be different in its approach to human services.
They will wring out cost savings that is anathema to most people
working in charitable social service organizations. The challenge
facing Avenues is how to grow and prosper in this brave new world
of corporate competition. Just as we instill independence in the
people with disabilities who we serve, we will maintain our own
independence and avoid the onslaught of corporate consolidations
and takeovers.
Avenues, as a community-based, mission driven organization, will do
for others because it is at the heart of what we do. For more than 63
years, the true meaning of the Golden Rule has led to the individual
and organizational successes that we enjoy today. No matter what
others with the gold do, it is your continued concern and support
that will carry us to success in the years to come. Thank you.
If you would like to respond to the opinions expressed in this
article, please email: readercomments@avenuestoindependence.org
If you are concerned about the direction of Illinois social service
programs, please contact the Governor, your local state senator,
representative, and any respective candidates in the upcoming
November election. Go to www.avenuestoindependence.org, click
on “Crisis in Care” and follow the links to contact the above officials.
Thank you.

Generous Foundation Support
Avenues is thankful for the grant we received since our last publication:
Wohlers Family Foundation –
For capital improvements at the Work Center in Wheeling and the Jane and Albert Wohlers Center in Park Ridge.
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Extraordinario!
A Night in Old Havana set a new Love Affair record

Love Affair Chair Sara McKitrick (right) and Co-Chair Beth DiMeo get the party started with committee
members (from left) Jolene Wise Silverman, Kathy Korsch and Bernice Bruton

Our sizzling hot Havana night raised a lot more than the temperature
at our 29th Annual Love Affair on February 20th. Avenues raised an
unprecedented $215,000 thanks to the many donors, sponsors, and
guests that supported the gala. It was a Cuban concoction sure to
sizzle! Take a 19 member committed and fun-loving committee led by
the passionate Sara McKitrick and mix well with 350 generous guests,
magnífico food, music and décor at the Loew’s Chicago O’Hare Hotel in

a

Rosemont. The result? A hot Havana night to remember.
Sara gratefully acknowledged Love Affair’s Major Benefactor, Clarence
“Joe” Herbst, and thanked him for his support, “Which means the world
to Avenues.” Sara also thanked, “The cast of characters year in and year
out who show their love for Avenues. I can’t sing the praises of this
organization any higher.”

c

b

e

Babaloo! Emcees Ron Reeves (left) and Mike Bruni add to the festivities.

f

d

g

a. Linda McGovern congratulates Tom Villano, winner of a new
bicycle in the silent auction.

d. Avenues participant Nadine Henich, left, with her sister Jill
Smith and brother-in-law Shlomo Bar-Sheshet

b. Steve and Sandy Pernick

e. Laura and Jose Castro heat up the dance floor with their hot
salsa dance moves

c. Jack Cavalenes, left, with Nick Helmer, Mayor of
Prospect Heights
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f. Kevin and Ann Cassidy, left, with Brigid and Jim Stonebridge

h
g. Co-workers at Central School in Glencoe find they also
have Avenues in common. From left, Beth Bertoni with
Nan Weiss Ham.
h. Cheryl Border, left, and Heather Reynertsen sample the rum
cha cha martini.

Special Presentations at Love Affair
Alice Murphy –
2016 recipient of the Jane and Albert Wohlers Visionary Award
Surrounded by her proud family and friends,
Alice Murphy became the 5th recipient of
the annual Jane and Albert Wohlers Visionary
Award at the Love Affair. The award was
presented to Alice by Nancy Malik, daughter of
the late Jane and Albert Wohlers.
“Created in 2012 to honor my parents, this
award lives on to recognize those who
truly understand and support the idea that
everyone deserves to be a productive member
of the community. Tonight we honor Alice
Murphy, who, with her late husband Kevin,
their children and her children’s children, has
enriched the Avenues community for more
than three decades.”

Indeed, Alice and her family’s vision for
Avenues goes beyond philanthropy. They
provide counsel and leadership. Her husband
was a member of the Board of trustees; son
Brian Murphy served in leadership positions
on Board committees and the Campaign
for Independence; son- in-law Clark Gapen
currently serves on our Board of Directors and
now the third generation of the extended
Murphy family is represented on our Chicago
Partnership Board with granddaughter Beth’s
husband Joe Bertoni.
Extremely grateful for the award, Alice, in a
very heartfelt message, thanked the staff of
Avenues for their enduring friendship with her
family and son Kevin, who lives at
Sasser Family House.

Alice Murphy, pictured with her son Brian, receives
the Jane and Albert Wohlers Visionary Award from
the Wohlers’ daughter, Nancy Malik.

Okazaki Family House –
Philanthropy provides new residence for clients
To help provide for her son Ed when she
was gone, Maria Rawski made provisions in
her estate plan to allow Avenues to acquire
her ranch home in Park Ridge. Through her
planning and thanks to the generosity of
Clarence Herbst, Avenues acquired the house
through a gift/purchase arrangement.
In addition to Ed and two current roommates,
Clarence Herbst is also sponsoring renovations

that will make it a group home for a total
of five individuals.
When it came to naming the new home,
Clarence , with the support of members of the
Board of Directors, wanted to honor Executive
Director Robert (Bob) Okazaki for his 38 years
(and counting!) of service. Clarence announced,
“I want to personally thank the Board of
Directors for naming the home Okazaki

Family House in honor of Bob and his family,
who have used their working life for the
betterment of others.” Bob accepted the honor
on behalf of the entire Avenues family of staff
and credited them for helping to make all of
this possible.

Clarence “Joe” Herbst acknowledges Executive
Director Robert Okazaki for “Putting his life into
Avenues” as Foundation Board President Fred
Sasser looks on.
Collectively serving Avenues for 275 years!
Pictured is the executive staff of Avenues: (from
left) Michele Shoolin, Cathy Kerr, Bob Okazaki,
Floyd Kortenhof, Janice Valentine, Joni Kraft,
Ann Marie Ehrlich, and Ron Reeves.

We thank our Love Affair sponsors
Clarence “Joe” Herbst - Major Benefactor
Dale Kendrick - Premier Sponsor
Billy and Tina Anderson, Just Thrive Probiotic
Glen and Laura Amundsen
John and Beth DiMeo, DiMeo Brothers Construction
Hub International Midwest
Tom and Cathy Joyce

Lawson Products, Inc.
Patricia Maroney and Joe Kogut
Ed and Bonnie Reinhart
Collin Sasser and Alison Whittington
Oscar Serna, Oscar’s Jewelers
Jolene and Steve Silverman
John and Jean Simms

Anne Stewart
Tom and Theresa Villano, Villano, Inc.
Jeff and Cindy Walsh
Steve and Chris Wilson
Friends of Avenues
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Irish Fest a Sham-rockin’ shindig!
Families, friends, and fans of Irish Fest kicked up their heels, stomped
their feet, and raised $52,000 at the 19th annual Irish Fest to
support Avenues!
More than 350 guests and volunteers, including 60 Avenues clients, were
treated to a celebration in grand Irish style at the Cotillion Banquets in
Palatine on March 13.
Whether 9 or 90, it was a non-stop party for guests of all ages, and
according to Co-Chair Peg O’Herron, “Many guests have been enjoying
Irish Fest for all 19 years, and they continue to have a great time.” Peg,
along with her Co-Chairs Bob Healy, Mike and Mary Prindiville, Peter and
Jeanne Doheny, and Pat Grimes, are grateful for everyone who shared
the good food, good friends and good luck at Irish Fest!

Irish eyes are smilin’ on the Irish Fest Co-Chairs! From left, Bob Healy, Peg O’Herron,
Pat Grimes, Mary and Mike Prindiville, and Jeanne and Peter Doheny.

Once again the crowd pleasing entertainers - Joyce Boys, Harpist
Marysue Redmann, flutist Barbara Holland, and the Irish Heritage Singers
- donated their musical talents, as well as the very popular Weber Dance
Company of Chicago.
Thanks to the generous donors and many new sponsors, Avenues had
the luck o’ the Irish with wonderful gifts and prizes (many Irish themed)
featured in the Pot of Gold Raffle and the Shamrock Silent Auction.
There were also several hand crafted items made by Avenues’ clients for
sale, including ornaments, cards, gift bags, and wine coasters.
Mark your calendar now for Sunday March 12, 2017, to join us at the 20th
annual Irish Fest!
View more pictures in the media gallery of the website!

Irish Heritage Singers Lornetta Hooks and John Mahal show off their raffle prizes.

From left, Executive Director Bob Okazaki celebrates with participants John Krause,
Ed Rawski, and Mel Thillens, State Senator candidate, District 28.

In the Pot of Golf Raffle, participant Kathy
Drommerhausen won an celtic knot suncatcher,
donated and made by Jerry Wroblewski, father
of participant Cindy Wroblewski.

Jim Kearns poses with the wooden
shamrock he painted, just one of the many
items for sale by Avenues’ artists.

We thank our Irish Fest sponsors!

Everett Liska, thrilled to win a fishing pole, gives mom a kiss.
Jill Liska is a member of Avenues Board of Directors.
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Frank Calabrese

Ed and Bonnie Reinhart

Shawn Parker, Ameriprise Financial

Douglas Beardsley

Denis and Sondra Healy, Turtle Wax, Inc.

John and Kathy Davis

Bob Healy and Peg O’Herron

Shelly and Jacki Kimel

Jim and Sue King, Five Crowns
Foundation

Mike MaRous, MaRous & Co.

BGEN Michael Mulqueen USMC RET and
Tracy Mulqueen

Mike and Mary Prindiville
Richard Sebion, Mitchell Aircraft

Great Things Happen at Avenues!
Avenues/Gorman Golf
and Tennis pros prepare
for another Classic!
Join Chair Steve Wilson (left) and
“Classic” committee member Bob Mau
on July 18 at the28th Annual
Avenues/Gorman Golf and Tennis
Classic at the Park Ridge Country Club.

Avenues artists float on AIR - Cindy Krupski, Denise Hacke, Brian
Ray and Jeff Jones proudly display the checks they earned from the
sale of their artwork at the Brickton Gallery showing Lift Off!

And you don’t have to play golf or
tennis to enjoy the festivities.
Please join us in the evening for
cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, dinner,
live auction and awards.

Florida friendships - Mary Lou Loughlin and Robert
Ploussard attended a reception for Avenues hosted by
Board of Directors members Fred (and Pam) Sasser and
Dick (and Patt) Spatafora in Naples, Florida.

Posed for Yoga! - Case Manager and Avenues’ Fitness Club
Instructor Katie Garrity (left) demonstrates a warrior pose to Jim
Kearns, Kelly Doheny, and Stephanie Kegermann (in red).

Never too young to give! - For two years in a row, the six
grandchildren (ages 5 -14) of Sasser Society member Marianne
Nettelhorst have donated some of their holiday money to purchase
craft and supplies for the clients to use at the work center. (Left)

Watch for your invite in
the mail, register on-line at
avenuestoindependence.org later this
spring, or contact Ann Marie Ehrlich
at 847-292-0870 X 108

Sasser Society - Investing in Avenues Future
The Sasser Society was created to provide the best
quality of life for the people we serve now and in
the future.

Family House, being independent and having two
compatible apartment mates has cranked Cindy’s
“happy button” into overdrive. “

Comprised of donors who include Avenues in their
estate plans, when the Sasser Society began in 2000
there were 16 charter members. Today, it has grown
to more than 70 friends, supporters, and family
members - including Joan and Jerry Wroblewski.

To help provide support for Cindy and the nearly 200
participants in our programs, Avenues has received
more than $2.1 million dollars to date from Sasser
Society members who chose to include Avenues in
their estate plans. These gifts have provided support
for every aspect of our programs.

Joan and Jerry are the parents of Cindy, a resident
of Sasser Family House and member of Avenues’ Job
Placement Program. Like all parents, they want to
ensure that when they are gone, their children will
be taken care of.
According to Joan, “We are so pleased with Cindy’s
progress and independence and we hope by being
members of the Sasser Society, we can help ensure
the future of Avenues, so that she (and others)
can continue to live and work in a caring, family
environment in the community. Living at Sasser

To learn more about the Sasser Society, please contact
Michele Shoolin at 847-292-0870 x116, or email
shoolin@avenuestoindependence.org.

The Sasser Society will meet for a reception later this
spring at the Park Ridge Country Club to celebrate
their ongoing and future commitments to the
people of Avenues. The evening will be hosted by
Fred and Pam Sasser.

Cindy Wroblewski celebrates at the Love Affair Gala with
her parents, Jerry and Joan Wroblewski.
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Calendar of Events

June 17 Annual Dinner Celebration
July 18 Avenues/Gorman Golf & Tennis Classic

Donate your (Fill in the Blank Day) for Avenues
Give back for a special day. Birthdays, weddings, anniversaries – whatever the occasion or
special event, show it is better to give than to receive when you ask family and friends to
donate to Avenues in lieu of presents.
We are grateful to Jerry Horwitz, Bob
Healy, Eli Lawrence, and Kathy Green
Seiwert who are just a few generous
donors who have celebrated special
events by requesting that gifts be
given to Avenues. What better way
to share the special events in your
life knowing that Avenues clients will
benefit as well? For more information,
go to the Tributes and Gifts link under
the Contribute tab on the homepage
of our website.
http://avenuestoindependence.org/
contribute/memorials/ or contact
Dottie Reeves at
847-292-0870 X 101.
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Jerry Horwitz (upper left) alongside friend Jordan Gitlin
visits workers from Recycling Avenue. Jerry asked friends and
family to make donations to Avenues in lieu of birthday gifts.

Special thanks to Joe Ropski of Palwaukee Printing for providing color printing of Avenews.

Peg O’Herron
Robert Okazaki
Laura Miles Lockwood
Laura Miles Lockwood
John J. Beusse
Ray Doud
Gregory Metzler

Avenues to Independence is dedicated to
putting aside old ideas about what is possible.
We work in partnership with the community to support
and encourage people with disabilities to lead the lives
they choose. Our success will eventually be measured
by how little we are needed.
Avenues to Independence is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization providing services for adults with intellectual,
physical, and developmental disabilities. All services
and employment are provided on an equal opportunity
basis. Avenues is accredited by CARF (Commission on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities).

